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Friends,

Welcome to the third annual Health Freedom Summit!

On behalf of our team, thank you for spending your 
precious time with us over the next four days. Our goal 
here is to eliminate fear—our previous focus was to eliminate
fear of a virus, now we hope to empower you to speak out, and 
deliver consequences to those that have harmed you over the last two years.
You not only have rights, but you have opportunities. 

You can go down the rabbit hole when trying to understand what happened to the world since
COVID-19 was introduced as a threat in early 2020. At first, I thought it was just a plan to sell
vaccines. Now it's clear to most people that it's much more than that. Do not be paralyzed by fear.
Your response matters. You were not made to be injected, masked, and brain-washed into being
terrified of friends and family. You were made for vitality.

To encourage and embolden you, we've assembled a collection of presentations that will hopefully
prepare you in meaningful ways. We've worked to deliver tools to you that you can use on a modest
budget to bring you health, independence, and clarity of purpose. I suggest first focusing on getting
your health in order, for which we have invited many speakers who have personally taught me and my
co-founder, Stephanie, how to have robust health—which has enabled us to make more powerful
contributions in the form of communicating, leading, and effecting change. 

I'd like to personally thank my incredible business partner Stephanie Lind, a mother of five, and one of
the most brilliant women I know, but also all of our speakers, affiliates, and supporters who make
these 'second opinon' summits possible.
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Alana Newman
Alana Newman

Co-Creator and Host of Health Freedom Summit
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There's a lot of content here; please browse this playbook to see which talks
you want to prioritize. The Summit opens each morning at 8am CST; that
day's sessions will premiere for a full 24 hours until the next day's sessions
begin the following day. 

Watch To Implement, Not Simply To Consume
Our Speaker List is like a justice league, each with their own superpower.
Some presentations have details for scientific minds, others will bring hope
for the weary, or strategy for front-line warriors. Choose sessions that will
help you practically cultivate more of what you need in your life right now. 

Some of you are brand new to this field-- welcome! 

Some of you have been fighting for health freedom rights for a long time and
you need encouragement. Some of you need to be equipped with practical
activist training. Some of you need to find language to express these issues
better in conversations with your neighbors.  Whatever you need, we hope
you will engage with this material and that it will serve your journey well. 

Pace Yourself & Have Fun 

They never wanted to control Covid-19, they wanted to control us. 
—Peter Breggin

During times of psychological warfare, collective courage of conviction will
be our strongest weapon.  -Monica Smit  
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With your free pass, you get to enjoy...

4-day full access pass to the Health Freedom Summit online event. The
sessions will release everyday at 8 am CST and be live for 24 hours. Your
free access pass gives you access to the entire summit completely free.

How to precisely treat Long Haul Covid

Top mistakes people make in regards to

religious exemptions.

How to artfully communicate with your

audience AND personal contacts.

How to overcome grief after losing a loved

one to medical misconduct.

How to sue your local politicians for

violations of their oaths of office.

Just Some Of What You'll Learn: 

You also have the option to
purchase the Premium Pass
to watch and listen with on-

demand, life-time access.

Scientific facts proving the mRNA shots

destroy the immune system and lead to

neurological degeneration.

Verifiable evidence that globalists are

manipulating public health agencies.

Plus—discover how to gently detox using

practical, affordable products.

Plus—you’ll learn mindset training and

tactical tools to keep you going.

https://healthfreedomsummit.com/thank-you-premium/
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
https://healthfreedomsummit.com/thank-you-premium/
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/9MnWRSsF
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Submit Your Story · Submissions@healthfreedomstories.com
Health Freedom Stories publishes English language stories from real people who have experienced victories, challenges,
hope and tragedies regarding COVID-19, lockdowns, medical mandates, masks, vaccines, depression, business closure and
financial stress... if it relates to fighting Pharma and the politicians that do their bidding,  Health Freedom Stories is
interested in publishing. 

Health Freedom Stories

Check Out...

https://www.healthfreedomstories.com/
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We are very proud to bring you, filmmaker, Claire Dooley's much-anticipated feature-
length documentary on the incredible story of how a band of working-class heroes
united to take on medical tyranny. After working for several years assisting in the
creation of other landmark films of the health freedom movement, Between Peace and
War: An Insider Look at the People’s Convoy is Dooley’s first full-length film that she can
claim wholly as her own. Be sure to follow this impressive young woman's career; her
contributions to our movement can not be understated.

This is a defining media piece for the health freedom movement and the story of Covid-
19. This documentary gives a voice to a group of men and women who put their
comfort on the line in a meaningful way for the freedom of a nation. 

World Premiere
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Dr. Paul Thomas
Five days after publishing a landmark study looking at the health
outcomes of vaccinated vs. unvaccinated children in his large
pediatric practice, Dr. Paul Thomas was notified by his attorney
that the Oregon medical board was revoking his license to
practice medicine. Hear Dr. Paul discusses the systematic
persecution of truth-seeking physicians and legitimate science as
well as the epidemic in chronic illness, SIDS, allergies, heart
disease, and other diseases that are directly related to
vaccinations. 

Corruption, Persecution, and the
Epidemic in Sickness Among
Vaccinated

Eddie Stone
After struggling to find real solutions to his mother’s declining health,
Eddie Stone desperately began listening to so-called “quack” doctors
who were uniquely making a connection between the role of toxins
and chronic health. His mother began recovering after implementing a
detox protocol utilizing zeolite, and today he runs a major detox
brand called Touchstone Essentials, which mines and bottles
clinoptilolite zeolite—the safest known heavy metal detox supplement
on the market. 

The Role of Heavy Metals in
Chronic Disease

Day One: Health & Science
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Stephanie Seneff, PhD
The mRNA COVID-19 vaccines have been rushed to market
without adequate evaluation for safety or efficacy, and there is
now an aggressive campaign in place worldwide to promote
vaccination on a grand scale. In this talk, Dr. Seneff will present
evidence that these injections can potentially lead to an increased
risk to neurodegenerative and prion diseases. The vaccine mRNA
has been bioengineered to resist clearance and to coerce cells into
synthesizing the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in large quantities.
This toxic protein is released into circulation and it reaches the
brain where it induces a neuroinflammatory response. The spike
protein has prion-like properties, and evidence from the VAERS
database suggests that it increases risk to Parkinson's disease,
Alzheimer's disease, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

COVID-19 Vaccines and
Neurodegenerative Disease

Dr. Christina Parks, PhD
While getting her PhD in Molecular Biology, Dr. Christina Parks'
dissertation focused on cytokines and has since dedicated much of
her career to understanding and educating others on the role of
inflammation in disease. She illustrates in this talk how toxins,
including the spike protein toxin in covid shots, is triggering massive
inflammation and disease symptoms in recipients by way of NFkB
Signaling. Her solution to this toxic overload is Nrf2 activation—said
to be one of the most important health breakthroughs in history.

Inflammation, mRNA shots, & The
Solution of Nrf2 Activation



Nrf2 Activation
Increases
GLUTATHIONE 300%
https://healthfreedomsummit.lifevantage.com
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Best Protocol for Health in
Biological Warfare—
Nrf2 Activation
Andrea Ebert & Jenny Crane
As a society, our health is in dramatic decline and continues in a
downward spiral in correlation to our toxic environment. The
breakdown in our health begins at the cellular level, therefore to
heal, from anything—we must first fix the cell. To overcome illness
and thrive we must reduce oxidative stress, rebuild the
mitochondria and activate NAD and our body's powerful sirtuins.
Once the cells are working, our miracle body goes to work healing
itself. The biological weapon in the last year has directly attacked
our endothelial cells, blood, and mitochondria. Listen to Andrea
Ebert and Jenny Crane share a very simple yet powerful health
solution backed by incredible science that addresses the root
cause and allows the body to heal. 

https://santaclaraservices.lifevantage.com/us-en/?redirected
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Dr. Christiane Northrup
Dr. Christiane Northrup is a board-certified OB/GYN whose
career in healing earned her a spot in Reader’s Digest’s list of Top
100 Most Trusted People in America. She outlines her recipe for a
“miracle” tonic and the most essential tools and ingredients to
stock up on at home. Her message today is clear—avoid hospitals
by treating symptoms early at home and using preventive
measures that are as affordable as they are effective. 

Get a Nebulizer, Avoid Hospitals,
Stock Up On These…

Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH 
Dr. Peter McCullough holds the title as the most published scientist in
the world on the topic of COVID-19. He argues that randomized trials
are not delivering results quickly enough to impact the pandemic,
thus as an emergency medical response to acutely ill patients, we
must immediately institute combination therapy and a pivot to a
research strategy where several drugs are used in sequenced
combination. Future clinical trial results reported months to years will
undoubtedly confirm and refine combination therapy, however, the
current rates of hospitalization and death are unacceptably high
under the present paradigm of watchful waiting and late
hospitalization and death.

Prevention and Treatment of
COVID-19
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Craig Turczynski, Ph.D. 
Concerns about COVID-19 vaccination and fertility have been raised
and there are numerous anecdotal reports of menstrual cycle
disruption and miscarriage. On the other hand, the top medical
reproductive health organizations have been increasingly more
aggressive in their support for vaccination for both pregnant women
and those attempting to conceive. How does the guidance from these
authorities compare to the normal guidance published for the use of
drugs and clinical research on pregnant women? How should the
public interpret the data reported so far on the effect of vaccination
on fertility?

Covid-19 Vaccine and Fertility-
An Evaluation of the 
Available Data

Dr. Kathleen Willis
As a board-certified internal medicine physician, Dr. Kathleen
Willis was the medical director at a Louisiana hospital whose
world was turned upside down with the 2020 covid pandemic.
Before discovering corruption of the scientific journals she relied
on to help her patients, Dr. Willis’ own mother fell sick with
Covid-19, and after three weeks, was permanently laid to rest.
Like so many, her mother’s death was unnecessary. Like so many,
she has developed a strong conviction to confront the failures of
our healthcare system and ensure the integrity of the field she
loves. 

Deception in Healthcare Has
Failed The Public

We are living in a science-fiction nightmare...
—Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
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Pierre Kory, MD, MPA
In the decades long-war by the Pharmaceutical Industry on
repurposed, generic drugs across numerous disease models—
never before has the financial incentive to destroy and distort the
evidence-based efficacy of ivermectin been greater. Never before
have the consequences of their disinformation tactics led to more
deaths and suffering given the many more millions of lives that
could have been saved had ivermectin been globally deployed
earlier on in the pandemic. This lecture outlines all the events that
have resulted in the non-adoption of ivermectin amongst the
world's more advanced health care economies.

The War on Repurposed Drugs in
COVID-19: The Battle of
Ivermectin

Dr. Richard Bartlett
Texas physician Richard Bartlett speaks of the censorship and
suppression of quality medical information he experienced while
attempting to spread the good news to the world that a simple $3
treatment effectively cured 90% of patients suffering from Covid-
19 and was readily available in every pharmacy in the world. 

Budesonide Works: Early
Outpatient Treatment Was The
Answer All Along

covid19criticalcare.com · budesonideworks.com
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Dr. Joseph Mercola
With over thirty years of practice and research in the field of
healthcare, Dr. Joseph Mercola shares his best of the best
strategies for not only optimal health, but also navigating the
medical-industrial-complex, big tech censorship, financial collapse
and crisis survival. Few individuals have been as targeted and
censored as Dr. Mercola, yet his positive attitude and search for
solutions prevails. Discover how this titan of natural health eats,
thinks, and defends his free speech in this don’t-miss presentation.

Strategies for Resiliency

Dr. Robert Malone
Despite his long career in vaccine development, Dr. Robert
Malone has emerged as one of the health freedom movement’s
most iconic voices, highlighting the fact that so-called “anti-
vaxxers” cannot be so easily pigeon-holed, and that it is incorrect
to label us as anti-science. In this collaborative interview by James
Patrick of Planet Lockdown, discover what makes the inventor of
mRNA technology tick, and his mindset prescriptions for all those
who wish to successfully fight against the medical cartel.

The Covid Cartel
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Dr. Stella Immanuel
America’s Frontline Doctors came onto the scene with their viral
press conference video shot on the steps of the nation’s capitol
building. Dr. Stella Immanuel’s testimony was forever etched into
the history books as a defining moment for our battle with Covid-
19. She gave hope to the world that there were affordable cures,
like hydroxychloroquine, and inspired thousands of fellow
physicians to stand up and do the right thing. Her new book Let
America Live is a ten-point plan to disciple America back to God,
whom she unapologetically gives credit to as her source of
confidence in fighting evil players fearlessly.

Let America Live:
Breaking The Cage of Fear

Detox Cured Chronic Coughing
Alana's oldest daughter suffered from non-
stop coughing, which upset her sleep,
interrupted her class, and was a problem for
the whole family. After investigating the role
of heavy metals as a possible culprit, Alana
decided to try zeolites as a solution to her
daughter's ailments. After two weeks of
zeolite use the coughing was gone forever.
Health Freedom Summit proudly endorses
Pure Body Extra by Touchstone Essentials as
one of the highest performing detox
products on the market.
 Try it for $5 here. 

AFLDS.org

https://healthfreedom.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-266763
https://healthfreedomsummit.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-710373/
https://healthfreedomsummit.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-710373/
https://healthfreedomsummit.thegoodinside.com/pbx-trial-offer-710373/
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Del Bigtree
Del Bigtree, current host of The Highwire, is widely acknowledged
as one of the top voices of the Health Freedom Movement. His
career as an Emmy-winning producer of the CBS talk show, The
Doctors, changed profoundly when he produced the
documentary, Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe, which is
credited with igniting a revolution against pharmaceutical tyranny
around the world. Listen as Del highlights what strides we've
made in the fight for health freedom.

Stepping Out Onto The Highwire

Day Two: Culture & Mindset

Benny Wills
Self-proclaimed Apocaloptimist, Benny Wills, is a poet, meme
maestro, and conversational bridge builder here to take you on a
lyrical, poetic and humorous journey UP the rabbit hole and out of
societal PC norms. Learn tips and mindset hacks for nurturing
positive relationships with the people you love, but disagree with
when it comes to politics.

Parrhesia: 
The Art of Communication

The successful warrior is the average man, with laser-like focus.
—Bruce Lee
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Kari Bundy
Ten years ago Kari Bundy went to kiss her infant son goodnight
and discovered that his skin was cold and he was not responsive.
He was a victim of toxic overload following routine pediatric
vaccination. Kari channeled her anguish into connection and
eventually started her own ministry helping people recover from
grief. As many this year are coping with the loss of loved ones
following medical misconduct, this talk offers practical strategies
for overcoming this unique trauma.

Where the Light Enters You:
Surviving Loss & Transforming
Grief into Purpose

Enticing Your Audience to
Something Better
Musician and filmmaker Jeff Witzeman sits down for an interview
with Alana about what has made him so successful as a
communicator and activist. From his films about mandatory chemo
treatments in children, to the role of trauma and emotions in disease,
Witzeman has proactively used media as a direct approach to
changing hearts and minds from one person to the next, amidst a
legal-political landscape that makes it nearly impossible to experience
justice in the fight against medical tyranny. 

Jeff Witzeman

"The last two years has been the fulfillment of ideas that have
been kicking around for some time."  - James Corbett
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Alex Newman
The constant lies, propaganda and psychological terrorism
surrounding COVID19 are paving the way to a global totalitarian
system of economics and government, in addition to a shift toward
what advocates describe as "transhumanism" or the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. In this talk, Alex blows the lid off this evil agenda and
teaches you to successfully resist. 

COVID Lies Paving Way to
Tyranny and Transhumanism

Get the Premium Pass

https://www.virtualcatholicconference.com/conferenceoffer
https://healthfreedomsummit.com/thank-you-premium/
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Bishop Schneider
Born in Soviet Kyrgyzstan, and raised amidst the terror of
communism, Bishop Schneider has emerged as an international leader
in the escalating battle between Christian individualism and the
communist sacrifice of the individual for the “greater good”. His talk
describes the spiritual situation of Catholics in a time of a sanitary
dictatorship and the moral problem of abortion tainted vaccines. 

Catholic Witness in Time of
Confusion and the Help of Our
Lady of Fatima

He urges Catholics to reject abortion tainted vaccines in order to give
an uncompromising witness against the fetal cell industry. Highlighted
are examples of Catholics during the Soviet Communist persecution.
Listeners will understand that God grants special graces in times of
persecution and during trials to those who with His grace remain
faithful. God will not abandon those, who for His sake are
marginalized in our society. Our Lady of Fatima foretold the
persecution of the faithful clergy and laypeople. Through Our Lady of
Fatima God will grant them victory.

Fr. Dave Nix
A Boston University-trained paramedic turned Catholic hermit
takes a look at modern idols, real medical misinformation and the
book of Wisdom. Exploring the history of “The Errors of Russia”
and how modern-day slavery is rampant, Fr. Dave Nix breaks
down medical communism and how medicine has become the
pretext for man enslaving man using chemical bonds of coercion.

Held in Slavery by Their 
Fear of Death
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Zachary King
If you’ve ever wanted proof that Bill Gates is not to be trusted,
this interview is for you. Zachary King joined the Occult at a
young age, had sinned against all ten commandments by age 15,
and became one of a handful of high wizards in the World Church
of Satan, a role that put him in direct contact with many elite
globalists. He experienced a fascinating conversion to Christianity
and sits down with Alana to discuss the existence of truly evil
people in the medical cartels, and what can be done to stop them.

Former Satanic High Wizard
Names Names

David Whitehead
We live in an unprecedented time of censorship. As a result, there
has been a massive rise in citizen journalism which has been
incredibly successful at countering the media propaganda and
getting the Truth out to the world. Despite all the attempts by the
establishment to attack, smear and silence a real and honest
discussion about the pandemic, the "vaccine" and the government
policies surrounding it all, the Truth has gone viral in an organic
way they never could have anticipated. The trucker convoy in
Canada is just one incredible proof of this and is showing no signs
of slowing down as this grassroots movement goes viral
worldwide in less than a week since its beginning. People all over
the world are starting to see that the lie contains within it the
seeds of its own destruction and that in the end, the Truth will win
the day. 

Truth Warrior: The Great
Canadian Trucker Convoy Ignites
the Flame Of Freedom Worldwide

The greatest kindness one can render to any man consists in
leading him from error to truth.

—St. Thomas Aquinas
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Anthony Luczak, APRN
Yale-trained Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Anthony Luczak entered his
profession specifically with the goal of serving his community through
immunization after the traumatic experience of witnessing his son
nearly die from a vaccine-preventable disease while on mission in a
developing country. Despite his profound approval for and
participation in vaccination campaigns, Luczak became disillusioned
with the way in which the medical community was handling Covid-19
in July of 2021. In this talk, he draws on the use of manipulative
psychology in our current healthcare system, and its similarities to
what his grandmother experienced in WW2 Poland.

Coercion, Medical Providers, and
The Pandemic Response

James Patrick
Director James Patrick describes his journey to make the film, Planet
Lockdown, and the extensive, high quality interviews he’s been able
to collect of Europe and North America’s top thought leaders on the
topic of freedom, health, and the economic nuances of the Covid-19
mandates. With a particular interest in economics, Patrick sheds light
on how digital currencies and vaccine passports are surprisingly being
used and is touring his film to communities across the United States
in hopes of stirring conversation.

The Future of Planet Lockdown
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Kevin Jenkins
Kevin Jenkins, CEO of Urban Global Health Alliance and partner of
the Freedom Travel Alliance has been traveling America with a simple
but powerful message: “We want to change the culture of health in
America through advocacy, education and public policy.” Jenkins is
hopeful that America is waking up and that people do understand the
tyranny. They understand what's at stake. In what he’s calling the
‘new medical apartheid’ Jenkins draws powerful parallels between
historical slavery and how Big Pharma and Big Tech are now profiting
off of people’s bodies. He warns “we will be perpetual slaves if we
don’t fight back against this slave passport.”  

Fighting Medical Apartheid
Through Advocacy, Education 
and Public Policy

“Sixty years ago, I couldn’t go into a diner because I was deemed unclean. 
Sixty years ago, I couldn't get on a bus because they said I was unclean. 

Sixty years ago, I couldn't swim in a swimming pool with you because they would
say I was unclean. Today I can't go into a restaurant without a slave passport or

I'm assumed to be unclean. What would Martin Luther King or Malcolm X or Ida B.
Wells say about what’s going on? I can tell you what they would say. 'Fight back

with your life.' Fight back against this tyrannical medical apartheid. We will be
perpetual slaves if we don’t fight back against this slave passport.”

  
- Kevin Jenkins, CEO of Urban Global Health Alliance
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HEALTH FREEDOM GEAR
Etsy.com/shop/HealthFreedomSummit

https://www.etsy.com/shop/HealthFreedomSummit
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Dr. Naomi Wolf
Dr. Naomi Wolf is a bestselling author, columnist, and professor;
she is a graduate of Yale University and received a doctorate from
Oxford. She is co-founder and CEO of DailyClout.io, a successful
civic tech company. A charismatic personality with a passion for
activism, Dr. Wolf continues to question establishment views on
gender, foreign policy, economics, and journalism. 

Since the publication of her landmark, international bestseller, The
Beauty Myth, which The New York Times called “one of the most
important books of the 20th century,” Dr. Wolf’s other seven
bestsellers have been translated worldwide. The End of America,
which won the 2008 Nautilus Silver Award for social change and
activism, and Give Me Liberty: A Handbook For American
Revolutionaries which predicted the current crisis in
authoritarianism and presented effective tools for citizens to
promote civic engagement. 

Give Me Liberty—A Reflection On
Our Current Crisis

Day Three: Strategy

Corey Lynn
Investigative journalist Corey Lynn exposes corrupt agendas
against humanity to make people aware of what is really
happening, and who is behind it, and to give them advance notice
so they can make the best decisions for their families in trying to
navigate corruption. Her new book Global Landscape on Vaccine ID
Passports was recently published by the Solari Report and outlines
how globalists are using vaccine ID passports as part of a
coordinated push to implement digital identities and a global social
credit system that would control every aspect of people's lives—
including their ability to transact as well as their access to food,
health care, energy, travel, and more.

Vaccine ID Passports
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"Constitutional and Human Rights become even more important
during times of emergency." -Leah Wilson

Dr. Pam Popper
After two decades working to transform the sick care industry, Pam
Popper’s Wellness Forum was well-positioned to offer real health
solutions for at-risk individuals trying to understand the risks and
benefits of the proposed medical protocols being proscribed by top
public health officials and their PR firms. As restrictions failed to
loosen, Make Americans Free Again emerged with her leadership and
her home state of Ohio became a leading example of what is possible
when citizens take action and advocate for their own best interests.

Transforming the 
Sick-Care Industry

Peter Breggin, MD
“COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey" is the
only deep dive into the international billionaires, agencies,
organizations and countries behind the assault on Western
freedom under the guise of public health management of COVID-
19. Authors Peter R Breggin MD and his wife Ginger Breggin have
spent 18 months discovering and documenting the "causes"
behind the constructed public health crisis that has been planned
to suspend freedoms and liberties everywhere. Dr. Breggin peels
back the mysteries and brings the evidence and the truth of this
answer to the Great Reset and who is behind it. 

COVID-19 and the Global
Predators: We Are the Prey
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Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
Over his 50-year career as a government bureaucrat, Dr. Fauci has
consistently served the interests of himself, Big Pharma and the
military — while failing the American public. Through painstaking and
meticulous research, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.  unearths facts about Dr.
Fauci that should alarm every American who cares about this country
— and the future our children will inherit. Discover the phenomenon
of “agency capture” and prepare yourself for the sober realization
that our health authorities report card shows only skyrocketing
chronic disease, while life expectancy and fertility have plummeted.

Facts About Fauci

Mary Holland
Our most fundamental rights are under attack—our rights to bodily
integrity, informed consent, to refuse unwanted medical
interventions, parental rights, free speech and expression, free press,
free exercise of religion, free movement, assembly, to petition the
government for grievances—the list goes on. Let's review what your
rights are—and how you can stand up for them for you and your
family. 

Rights Review—Understand and
Defend Your Rights
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Ted Kuntz & Michelle McIsaac
Ted Kuntz is the President of Vaccine Choice Canada and author of
several books, most recently, Dare to Question—One Parent to
Another. Michelle McIsaac is a Holistic Nutritionist and founder of
Health Freedom 101, the Canadian version of Health Freedom
Summit. 

Both Ted and Michelle are the parents of vaccine-injured children and
together in this talk they offer timely information about the Canadian
health freedom movement, the freedom convoy, and how North
Americans can unite.

An Important Canadian Update -
Everything you Need to Know
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Peggy Hall
Peggy Hall is the founder of The Healthy American. In this battle
of good vs evil, the end game of the evil-doers is to obliterate
religious liberty so people will worship the government instead of
God. The battle-field? The workplace, colleges, medical settings,
and businesses. Find out what works (and what doesn't) so you
can stand up for your rights, and honor God as you live in dignity
and freedom.

Religious Exemption Success
Strategies

Monica Smit
After founding Reignite Democracy Australia, Monica Smit
became the first Australian political prisoner, suffering twenty-two
days in solitary confinement for the bogus ruling of “incitement”
after criticizing the covid public health dictates. Smit describes the
war-zone-like atmosphere of some major Aussie cities, warns the
world about the policies and atmosphere that led to the draconian
restrictions in place in what used to be considered one of the
freest nations on the planet, and offers strategies for unification,
hope, and liberty. 

Perspectives from Australia: 
The World Is United Like 
Never Before
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Woody Jenkins
A practical guide for citizens considering running for public office. The
emphasis will be on the “secret” to winning an election. We will
consider why you want to run, getting ready to run, raising money,
key issues and messaging, timetables and budgets, advertising and
mail, campaigning door to door, and signs. However, at least half the
time will be spend on the key to winning, which is setting vote goals,
identifying your voters, and getting them to the polls.

How to Win an Election: Setting
Vote Goals, Identifying Your
Voters, and Getting Them 
to the Polls

Erin Elizabeth
Author and journalist Erin Elizabeth of Health Nut News, has been
lecturing and writing for many years about health, vaccine injury,
attacks on health freedom, and media censorship. Named as one of
the famous “Disinformation Dozen” by the Orwellian misnamed
“Center for Countering Digital Hate”, Erin will talk about the
coordinated efforts to suppress leaders in our movement, and the
survival hacks you can take right away to protect your free speech,
food supply, and financial wellbeing. 

Off Grid Living: 
Surviving the Purge

You do not have to wear those masks. Please take them off.
Honestly, it’s not doing anything. We’ve gotta stop with this COVID

theater. So, if you wanna wear it, fine, but this is ridiculous.
  —Gov. Ron deSantis



The spike proteins in these vaccines are known to be
highly toxic and cause damage to the body. Worse, these

vaccines are forcing the body to reproduce these
dangerous, pathogenic, lethal proteins.

—Dr. Peter McCullough
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Ann Vandersteel
Investigative journalist and political commentator Ann Vandersteel
succinctly delivers her call to action for freedom fighters: it’s time
to show up in person to school board and city council meetings 

Physically Engage at A Local Level

Connor Boyack
Author of the hit book-series-turned-TV-show The Tuttle Twins,
Connor Boyack struggled to find children’s books teaching
principles of liberty and free market economics to his kids, so he
decided to start writing. His books have sold over 3.5 million
copies, and the show has just launched its 7th episode featuring
comedian JP Sears. They teach why socialism and communism
have failed everywhere they’ve been tried, and winsomely
demonstrate how free market economic principles matter. In this
interview, Boyack shares how the books and curriculum were
made, how it relates to the pandemic, and what’s on the horizon
for this hit series.

Entertaining and Educating 
The Next Generation
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Introducing a unique training platform that’s educating people on
how to hold elected officials accountable to their oaths of office.
Many elected officials are required to be bonded making them
personally liable if they use their position for fraud or malpractice. 

I can’t wait to share the amazing stories of how people are
winning with you! They’re getting mandates repealed and rights
restored but more importantly, the news of their victories are
awakening a sense of accountability in public servants. Restored
accountability at every level of government is an important
protection against future federal and global agendas—join me for
this inspirational training and let’s go for the win. 
Follow me @stephanielindforthewin

Bonds for The Win

Join the movement with our Advocacy Bundle
Strategies for Winning The War Against Medical Tyranny

Get the Premium Pass

https://www.instagram.com/stephanielindforthewin/
https://healthfreedomsummit.mykajabi.com/offers/bzFmBQYA
https://www.virtualcatholicconference.com/conferenceoffer
https://healthfreedomsummit.com/thank-you-premium/


Dr. Paul Thomas: Corruption, Persecution, and the Epidemic in
Sickness Among Vaccinated

Eddie Stone: The Role of Heavy Metals in Chronic Disease

Jenny Crane & Andrea Ebert: Best Protocol for Health in Biological
Warfare—Fix the Cell

Dr. Christina Parks: Inflammation, mRNA shots, & The Solution of
Nrf2 Activation

Peter McCullough MD, MPH: Prevention and Treatment of COVID-19

Dr. Kathleen Willis: Deception in Healthcare Has Failed The Public

Dr. Pierre Kory: The War on Repurposed Drugs in COVID-19: The
Battle of Ivermectin

Dr. Christiane Northrup: Get a Nebulizer, Avoid Hospitals, Stock
Up On These…

Stephanie Seneff, PhD: COVID-19 Vaccines and Neurodegenerative 
Disease

SESSIONS I WANT TO SEE CHECKLIST
Day One

Dr. Craig Turczynski: Covid-19 Vaccine and Fertility- An Evaluation of
the Available Data

Dr. Richard Bartlett: Budesonide Works: Early Outpatient
Treatment Was The Answer All Along

Dr. Joseph Mercola: Strategies for Resiliency

Dr. Robert Malone: The Covid Cartel

Dr. Stella Immanuel: Let America Live: Breaking The Cage of Fear
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Del Bigtree: Stepping Out Onto The Highwire

Kari Bundy: Where The Light Enters You: Surviving Loss &
Transforming Grief Into Purpose

Jeff Witzeman: Enticing Your Audience To Something Better

Fr. Dave Nix: Held in Slavery by Their Fear of Death

Zachary King: Former Satanic High Wizard Names Names

Bishop Athanasius Schneider: Catholic Witness in Time of
Confusion and the Help of Our Lady of Fatima

Benny Wills: Parrhesia: The Art of Communication

SESSIONS I WANT TO SEE CHECKLIST
Day TWO

Alex Newman: COVID Lies Paving Way to Tyranny and
Transhumanism

David Whitehead: Truth Warrior: The Great Canadian Trucker
Convoy Ignites the flame Of Freedom Worldwide

Anthony Luzcak, APRN: Coercion, Medical Providers, and The
Pandemic Response

James Patrick: The Future of Planet Lockdown

Kevin Jenkins: Fighting Medical Apartheid Through Advocacy,
Education and Public Policy
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Dr. Naomi Wolf: Give Me Liberty—A Reflection On Our Current
Crisis
Corey Lynn: Vaccine ID Passports

Peter Breggin, MD: COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We
Are the Prey

Ted Kuntz & Michelle McIsaac: An Important Canadian Update -
Everything You Need to Know

Mary Holland: Rights Reviewed: Understand and Defend Your
Rights

Dr. Pam Popper: Transforming the Sick-Care Industry

SESSIONS I WANT TO SEE CHECKLIST
Day Three

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.: Facts about Fauci

Peggy Hall: Religious Exemption Success Strategies

Monica Smit: Perspectives from Australia: The World Is United Like
Never Before

Woody Jenkins: How to Win an Election: Setting Vote Goals,
Identifying Your Voters, and Getting Them to the Polls

Erin Elizabeth: Off Grid Living: Surviving The Purge

Ann Vandersteel: Physically Engage At A Local Level

Bonds for the Win: How to Hold Elected Officials Accountable to
Their Oaths of Office
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Connor Boyack: Entertaining and Educating The Next Generation



CAN'T MAKE IT TO ALL THE SESSIONS?
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Upgrade to the Premium Pass

Get unlimited, on-demand access to the sessions to watch on
your own time, the Boost Your Immune System Guide, Detox

Guide, and additional PDF resources, complete session audio files,
and exclusive offers from our partners with your pass upgrade. 

 

https://www.virtualcatholicconference.com/conferenceoffer
https://healthfreedomsummit.com/thank-you-premium/


Health Freedom Summit co-founders Alana Newman and
Stephanie Lind met in New York City at a luncheon
hosted by CNN broadcaster Soledad O'Brien. The
luncheon discussed Women's Opinions on the 2012
election for publication in People's Magazine, and the two
quickly found themselves admiring the other's comments
from across the room before proceeding to cause a
ruckus. 

Alana Newman is the speaker curator of Health Freedom
Summit. Her experience comes from being a health
advocate for her three children, as well as involvement in
five documentary films most recently Sexual Revolution: 50
Years Since Humanae Vitae, Future Baby, and Father,
Mother, Donor, Child. She has spent most of her career
speaking about Reproductive Technologies and Infertility
at venues such as Princeton University and The UN and
writing for publications such as The Public Discourse and
The Federalist.  She grew up in Cupertino, CA and now
resides in Louisiana.

Stephanie Lind is a mother to five, and wife to her
high school prom date. She loves Alana, drums,
plants, and the color white. Follow me here.  

MEET YOUR SUMMIT HOSTS
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Alana Newman 
Co-Founder of The Health Freedom Summit

www.stephanielind.com 
 Co-Founder of The Health Freedom Summit 

Alana Newman

https://www.instagram.com/stephanielindforthewin/
https://www.instagram.com/stephanielindforthewin/
https://www.instagram.com/stephanielindforthewin/
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The information contained in this book is for informational purposes only. By reading this book and implementing
any general suggestions or using the recommended products, you agree that you are responsible for your results
relating to any information presented within. The information provided in this book is not intended to diagnose
or treat any psychological condition. We cannot guarantee the outcome of following the advice provided and the
statements of the hosts and the speakers about the potential outcomes are expressions of opinion only.
Following the advice provided is at your own risk. The material in this guide may include information or products
by third parties. Third party materials comprise the products and opinions expressed by their owners. As such,
we do not assume responsibility or liability for any third party materials or opinions. The publication of such third
party materials does not constitute my guarantee of any information, instruction, opinion, products or service
contained within the third party materials. Publication of such third party materials is simply a recommendation
and an expression of my own opinion on that material.

DISCLAIMERS AND TERMS OF USE
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